
Welcome to your 
new Caterers

At Taylor Shaw we are here 
to deliver a fresh food 
experience. Our menus are 
designed to be delicious and 
tasty as well as compliant 
with the Government’s 
school food standards
We use high quality, healthy 
and nutritious ingredients, 
prepared fresh on site.

We would love to see you 
dine with us in the canteen –
come and say ‘Hi’ to Kelly 
our Chef manager – she will 
delighted to serve you.  

Free School Meals

Taking up free school meals 
has benefits for everyone:

Students get a healthy 
nutritious meal for Free

Just look at what's on offer!

What’s Coming 
Up?

We regularly run 
Themed Menus where 
students can try 
something new and 
different. Some of our 
delicious theme days 
include Veganuary to 
kick start 2021 and 

Pancake Tuesday’s.



Urban Rajah

We have been collaborating with TV chef 
and author,  Ivor Peters to bring the 
Urban Rajah Indian Street kitchen to our 
schools and colleges - fusing the much 
loved essence of traditional Indian cuisine 
with a more  modern hand-held format. 
Students can enjoy 3 delicious cuisines: 
Pav Bhaji,  Indo-Chinese and the original 
Buroti wrap. We look forward to running 
this when you are all back at school!

Healthy Swaps

As part of our commitment to educate  
our students on better food decisions,  we 
developed a suite of healthy  swap 
messages. 

The messages were developed specifically 
for our Secondary Schools and Colleges 
to educate and highlight key everyday 
food and drink that can be ‘swapped’ for  
a healthy and tasty alternative.



Delighted to be your new 
provider….

We started our contract at Huntcliff
Academy on January 4th 2021 and we 
have been busy getting the kitchen ready 
for when you all return. 
We have new menus and tariff with a 
selection of hot and cold dishes available 
every day. Even though we are working 
through unprecedented times our focus is 
offering great quality fresh food every 
lunchtime for you to enjoy ☺

We have been blown away by your 
fantastic feedback and compliments 

about our food – Thankyou!

When we made a visit back in December 
2020 we came round to meet as many of 
you as we could to get your feedback on 
what you would like to see in offer at 
breakfast/break and lunch. Below are just 
a few of your suggestions;

‘We would like roast dinners on each 
week’ Yr9 Student

‘We want food that fills us up’ Yr7 
Student

‘I love Chinese and Indian food’ Yr9 
student’

Watch this space for what we plan to do 
next …..


